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Extend your Trailer EBS knowledge for the new version E2
With our new e-learning course, the "Trailer EBS E2 Add-on", you can deepen and extend
your existing knowledge of Trailer EBS E so you can diagnose and put into operation TEBS
E2 systems as well.
Compared to the previous version, Trailer EBS E2 contains enhancements to existing functions, so that now, for example, electronic air suspension control for drawbar trailers is also
supported. There are additional components for TailGUARD (tail-end monitoring), in the
shape of ELEX (ELectronic EXtension module) and Trailer Remote Control. Because there
have been so many system changes, the TEBS diagnostics program has also been
adapted - a new PIN is used for this.
The training course is the same as the familiar e-learning courses, except that this is just
an add-on course, the requirement for which is that you have already completed a training
course.

Trailer EBS E add-on course
Training requirement

Training goal

PIN via TEBS E training

PIN for TEBS E2 diagnostics software

PIN2 via TEBS E e-learning course

PIN2 for TEBS E2 diagnostics software

E-Learning means: You can start right away. You can determine the speed at which you
learn. You can stop at any time, e.g. to continue with the course the following day.
Access e-learning here.
With the PIN2 new Trailer EBS E modulators can be put into operation using predefined parameter sets.
The 'big' PIN also enables system functions to be changed and the functional
scope to be extended when retrofitting
components.
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Please note that Trailer EBS E is also
supplied in version E2 in the replacements market.
The add-on course is currently offered in
German and English.
By combining the trailer EBS-E e-learning
course with this add-on course, you will
be ready for Trailer EBS E2 in no time even with no prior knowledge!
Of course, we also offer Trailer EBS E2 courses in our training centre.
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